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Abstract. Due to the complexity of cloud computing environment, cloud computing in the process of 
information security certification not only requires the server identifying user information, but also 
identifying authenticity of user authentication server, which can realize two-way authentication 
between server and user authentication. Based on this, a cross cloud authentication scheme based on 
the three party password authentications key exchange protocol (3PAKE) is proposed, which uses 
homomorphism authentication protocol and uses a symmetric encryption algorithm to improve the 
security and efficiency of data. In order to verify the validity and reliability of the protocol 
verification algorithm, through the embedded cloud watermark in the user image information, this 
paper verifies the protocol algorithm, discovered by the encryption and decryption operation, 
homomorphism symmetric protocol algorithm can effectively encrypt the image, and the extracted 
decrypt feature is greater than 50%, which can be reduced to obtain more clear image, and the 
protocol algorithm is accuracy and high reliability.  

Introduction  
In recent years, cloud computing has become a new model of IT resource use. This model has the 

characteristics of strong computing power, high reliability, low cost and assigning resources 
according to need [1-3]. Therefore, it is highly valued by academia and industry. The major problem 
of cloud computing services in the development process is security. The reason why a lot of people do 
not choose the cloud service system is they are concerned about the cloud environment is not able to 
effectively protect data security and personal privacy, while the cloud environment system is also 
frequently appeared cloud security incident. In the cloud computing environment, data transmission 
is one of the most frequent operations and is the most vulnerable to be triggered attack in the security 
problem [4]. To ensure the security of data transmission based on the authentication, it needs to 
encrypt and decrypt the data to ensure the safety of using cloud platform. 

Security Issues of Cloud Computing Data  
The key feature of cloud computing environment is that all services are provided through the 

network, the user's data is stored in the cloud, and the results are returned to the client through the 
network. Cloud computing environment is a new service model, because its resource is distributed, 
and users can share between computing and storage resources, so the user can easily generate 
malicious attacks, the user's data is easily stolen or tampered [5-6]. Cloud computing environment is 
mainly faced with three aspects of risk: 

Security risk of data transmission. Under normal circumstances, the enterprise will save a large 
number of private data in cloud, such as customer information, financial situation and key business 
processes [7]. The enterprise will face three problems when the data is transferred to cloud service 
providers, the first is whether the data is encrypted in the transmission, and even after being stolen it 
can’t be effectively reduced; the second is how to ensure that the service provider doesn’t leak data; 
the third is when the cloud service providers store data, how to ensure the user's authentication 
authority that companies can access to storage data. 
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Security risk of data storage. Data storage is the most important part of cloud services, data 
storage location, data isolation level and data storage are security risks [8] . It means whether there is 
a security risk when cloud service providers storing resources,  whether the data will be effectively 
isolated after data encryption, ,whether there is valid backup so you can restore the storage data in 
case of a major accident. 

Security risk of data audit. In the actual work process, in order to ensure the accuracy of the data, 
it will introduce the third party to audit the data. Therefore in the cloud computing environment, cloud 
service providers need to ensure that the data doesn’t generate the risk on other enterprises when 
helping the third party certification body to audit data security [9]. In the audit process, it needs to 
ensure that the audit institution doesn’t disclose data. 

Key Technology of Cloud Computing Environment Security Authentication 
In cloud computing environment, main function of cloud computing is realized by the virtual 

computing [10]. For security authentication of virtual computing, it can introduce trusted cloud 
framework, including the trusted root and trusted transfer, to achieve the measurement and 
verification of virtualization computing layer and application service layer, and the structural 
framework is as shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 Trusted cloud environment security authentication framework 

Figure 1 represents a trusted cloud environment security authentication framework. The first is 
from the trusted root to identify the credibility of cloud computing platform, virtual computing layer 
and cloud service providers to ensure the credibility of the cloud environment, and then using the 
3PAKE program to achieve cloud user registration. 
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Fig. 2 Cloud computing environment security registration phase 

In order to protect the security of cloud computing environment data, this paper uses 3PAKE cross 
cloud authentication scheme, and 3PAKE key agreement has two authentication parties, including 
public and private cloud [11]. Public cloud and private cloud use two-way authentication method, a 
certification server corresponding to a private cloud authentication server. When the user needs to 
access the public cloud, the operation is as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 Cloud computing environment security certification stage 
Figure 3 shows in cloud computing environment security authentication stage it mainly consists of 

four steps: the first is public cloud receives user authentication request, public cloud requests the 
private cloud to help achieve two-way authentication between users, and then private cloud identifies 
if user information is legal. If it is Ok, it will be passed and give confirmation information, and then 
the user send the identified information according to the authentication information to complete 
two-way authentication process. According to key agreement, one of users and public generates the 
key; the other verifies and gets the key, so as to achieve secure communication. 
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Fig. 4 Storage architecture security design 

Figure 4 shows the security design of the storage structure. Storage structure mainly includes three 
categories of entities, including client, trusted third party and cloud storage server (CSS). TT means 
the credibility of the media between Client and CSS, which can be stored with user information to 
verify the user's ID, CSS is mainly used to store a variety of data to ensure the integrity of data 
storage. 

Cloud Computing Environment Key Agreement and Encryption Algorithm 
The key of the cloud computing environment uses full-state encryption algorithm. Assuming that 

the encryption operation is E, the text of transmission data is m, after encryption it is e, decryption 
operation is D, so it can get 

)()( eDmmEe == .                                                                                                                              (1) 
Doing operation on test f, constructing F for E, so it can get: 

))(()( mfEeF = .                                                                                                                              (2) 
 E is homomorphism encryption of F. The encryption process can do the direct operation on the 

cipher text without it. In order to improve the security and computational efficiency of data, on the 
basis of fully homomorphism, countermeasure encryption is introduced, and the algorithm can 
guarantee the data theft can’t reduction. Symmetric homomorphism encryption algorithm is divided 
into the following steps: 

Parameter selection: assuming that the encryption parameter is q and r, nnn qpr 2~,2~,2~ ; 
Key: if the key is an odd number q; 
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Encryption: text is encrypted, the process of encryption is mrpqc ++= 2 , so as to get the cipher 
text; 

Decryption: 2mod)mod( pcm = ; 
Correctness verification: because mrpq +≥≥ 2 , so mrpc += 2)mod( , 

mmrpc =+= 2mod)2(2mod)mod( . Take addition as an example, suppose the two cipher text file 
is 1111 2 mrpqc ++=  and 2222 2 mrpqc ++= , so 21212121 )(2)( mmrrqqpcc +++++=+ . So it 
only needs to meet 2121 )(2 mmrr +++  is smaller than p, so 212121 )(2mod)( mmrrpcc +++=+ . 
That satisfies the condition of the encryption. 

Cloud Computing Environment Image Encryption and Decryption Test 
In order to verify the reliability of cloud environment authentication and key agreement, this paper 

uses the method of watermark droplets to test the protocols and algorithms. Firstly it selects a pixel 
matrix nm*  without watermark, each pixel gray value is between [0-255]. The image before and 
after adding watermark is as below: 

 
Fig.5 Image before and after adding watermark 

Figure 5 is the image before and after adding watermark. In order not to damage the user’s data, 
the image data is embedded cloud watermark, and watermarking can be used as statement of 
copyright issues. The cloud droplet embedding using fully homomorphism symmetric encryption 
algorithm and the process is shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6 The cloud watermark embedding process 

Figure 6 shows the cloud watermark embedding process. This paper uses the fully homomorphism 
symmetric confidentiality agreement algorithm to embed the cloud watermark in the original image, 
after that it forms the watermarking database, and it can use decrypt to extract and reduce the data. 

 
Fig. 7 Image effect with different recovery ratio 
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Figure 7 shows image effect with different recovery ratio. From the image it can be seen, using 
human image identification ability, when the recovery ratio of the data is more than 50%, the 
watermark image is clear, so as to verify the validity and reliability of the algorithm. 

Summary 
Based on the full homomorphism and symmetric encryption algorithm, this paper proposes a cross 

cloud authentication scheme based on the three party password authentications key exchange 
protocol, which can realize the two-way authentication between the cloud server and the user, 
improve the security and efficiency of user data. This paper uses embedded cloud watermark in the 
user image data to verify the validity and reliability of fully homomorphism symmetric encryption 
protocol algorithm. Through the test it can be found the protocol algorithm can effectively embed 
cloud watermark in the image. Using human image identification ability, when data extraction 
recovery ratio is more than 50%, the watermark image display more clearly and the decryption is 
better. 
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